1. A&+tr.,LY Us+,: Ui,, ' Rate constants and branching fractions were measured for the reaction ofO + (S) with CO 2 as a function of average ion-neutral center-of-mass kinetic energy ((KE,.,)) at several temperatures. The reaction produces both O + and CO* as product ions. The total rate constants were found to be nearly collisional at low (KE,.) and to decrease slightly at higher (KE:,,). No temperature dependence of the rate constants was found at any given (KEQI), indicating that neither CO 2 rotational excitation nor CO 2 bending mode excitation has much efrect on the overall reactivity. In contrast, the branching fraction for the endothermic charge transfer channel leading to CO2 was found to increase with increasing (KE,:,) and also to increase with temperature at fixed (KEj,). Analysis of the data indicates that the branching fraction depends on the total energy in the system (electronic, kinetic, rotational, and vibrational).
14. Rate constants and branching fractions were measu :d fcr tie reaction of 0 ' ( 4 S) with CO 2 as a function of average ion-neutral center-of-mass kinetic energy ((KEm) )) at several -temperatures. The reaction produces both 0;' and CO2 as product ions. The total rate constants were found to be nearly collisional at lcw ',KE,, and to decrease slightly at higher (KEm ). No temperature dependence of the rate constants was found at any given (KE), L, indicating that neither CO 2 rotational excitation nor CO, bending mode excitation has much 0 effect on the overall reactivity. In contrast, the brant hing rraction for the endothermic charge transfer channel leading to CO + was found to in,:rezse with increasing (KEm) and also to CJ increase with temperature at fixed (KE,). Analysis of the data indicates that the branching fraction depends on the total energy in the system (electronic, kinetic, rotational, and vibrational). the reaction of 0+ (4S) is known to produce exclusively tested as alternative sources of 0 + but produced larger frac-0 ', a process which is exotherrnic by more than an electron tional amounts of metastable 0 + ions. The 2% fraction of volt.' 8 The charge transfer channel is endothermic 8 and is 0 ' in the excited state remained approximately constant observed only at elevated temperatures and/or kinetic enerover the course of these experiments and was examined perigies. "' 6 Electronically excited 0 + ( 2 D, 2 P) is known to react odically to check for drift. This small fraction of excited with CO 2 to produce CO2+ almost exclusively. ' 3 Thus, varstates does not affect the measured rate constants but does ious forms of energy promote the endothermic charge transaffect the determination of the branching fractions. fer channel at the expense of the channel producing
We were interested in the reaction of 0 + ( 4 S). Measur-0 + + CO. The purpose of this paper is to examine the influing the fraction of 0 + (2D, 2 P) allowed us to correct for the ence of rotations and bending mode vibrations in CO 2 on the presence of the excited states. The fraction of excited state reaction of 0 + ( 4 S) with CO. We were particularly inter-0 + ions could be measured to within ± 25%. The branchested in whether these forms of energy also promote the ing fraction for formation of CO2+ from the reaction of charge transfer channel. 0 + (S) was determined by subtracting from the total CO2 signal the portion of the CO' + signal due to reaction of the II. EXPERIMENT excited state. Since the excited state 0 + ions represented
The measurements were made using the Phillips Laboabout 2% of the total 0 +, this correction added a fixed error ratory (formerly the Geophysics Laboratory) variable temof 0.5% (25% of 2%) to the branching fraction for the C* perature-selected ion flow drift tube apparatus.' 9 Instru-0 + ( 4 S) reaction. We estimate the random error to be 5% of ments of this type have been the subject of review, 2 " and only the value of the branching fraction. The total uncertainty in those aspects important to the present study will be disthe branching fraction is the square root of the sum of the cussed in detail.
squares of these independent errors. Rate constants were measured in the usual manner. The precision of the rate constants is estimated to be ± 10% and the accuracy ± 25%. No correction to the rate con-known to be the same, ' 3 and almost all of the decay was due drift tube measurements of this rate constant taken at the to reaction of the ground state ion. University of Birmingham' and the University of PittsThe average kinetic energy in the ion-neutral center-ofburgh. 9 The agreement at low energies is very good, the difmass system, (KE ,,), in the drift tube is derived from the ferences being within less than 10%. At higher energies the Wannier formula" 2 The values of the overall rate constant measured at difformula is the energy supplied by the drift field, and the ferent temperatures but similar center-of-mass kinetic enersecond term is the thermal energy. This formula is an excelgies, (KEm), in Fig. 1 are approximately the same. This lent approximation of the relative kinetic energy at low ion indicates that the overall rate constant does not depend on energies. 23 " 24 The CO 2 internal temperature under the conthe internal temperature of CO 2 . The insensitivity of the rate ditions of the present experiments is the same as that of the constant to the internal temperature of CO 2 is expected behelium buffer gas.
cause reaction occurs on almost every collision. At the temIt has recently been shown in our laboratory that depenperatures used in this study, both rotations and the bending dences of rate constants or branching fractions on the intermode vibration of C02 are substantially excited. 34 nal temperature of the reactant neutrals can be derived for a Figure 2 shows a plot of the fraction of CO + produced variety of ion-molecule reactions by measuring rate conin the reaction of 0 + ( 4 S) with C02 as a function of stants or branching fractions as a function of (KE.m) at (KEm ). At all temperatures the branching fraction for the several temperatures. 1924-32 If the reactant ions are monato-CO channel increases with increasing (KEcm). The mic, as in the present study, comparing the rate constants or charge transfer channel is slightly endothermic (0.155 branching fractions at a particular (KE..) but at different eV), " and the increase is presumably a consequence of the temperatures yields the dependence of the rate constant or addition of enough energy to overcome the endothermicity. branching fraction on the internal temperature of the reacTwo other sets of data are also shown in Fig. 2 The measured rate constants for the overall reaction of experimental uncertainty throughout the entire energy 0 + ( 4 S) with C02 are shown in Fig. I as a function of range except for the present 545 K results, which, over much (KE,,,) . Below approximately 0.08 eV, the rate constant of the energy range appear to be significantly higher than was found to be approximately 1 X 10-cm 3 s -', indepeneither the Birmingham data or our data at similar (KEcm) dent of (KErm) or temperature within experimental error. Above 0.08 eV, the rate constant was found to decrease. Also shown in Fig. 1 where we have simply connected the reported data points with straight are shown as small dashed and large dashed lines, respectively, lines.
but at lower temperatures. Thus at a particular (KE,,,), wa I b, the iverage total energy. Above a branching fraction increasing temperature increases the efficiency of the charge of 0 C -)-.02, where the error due to the excited states of 0 transfer channel relative to the atom transfer channel (foris snial I, th,: temperature data agree remarkably well, i.e., the mation of 0 I ). We attribute the observed differences in branciing 7raction at a particular (KEm) appears to be branching fractions to differences in the extent of excitation t-nhpctature independent. The ability to describe all the of internal degrees of freedom in CO 2 .
lbranc iing :raction data with a single curve indicates that Product ion energy distributions taken in a beam appattal tnergy is the principal factor in determining the ratus indicate that the reaction between 0 1 and C0 2 probranciing fraction. This conclusion is supported further by ceeds through a complex at energies less than 0.8 e V7 If the cur previous results' 3 showing that electronically excited complex lives long enough one may expect that the total 0 '-reActs to form CO,' almost exclusively. energy of the reactants, rather than the initial center-of-mass I'lespit, the facts that the charge transfer channel domikinetic energy of the reactants, would control the branching rates the reaction when it is energetically possible, that kiinto the two channels. Figure 3 shows the branching fraction retic energy and internal energy (as described by the total of COI as a function of average total energy of the reactants. energy ) appear to be equally efficient in promoting the Average total energy is defined as the translational kinetic charge transfer channel, and that the overall reaction is very energy, (KEc,), plus the energy stored in the internal deefficiernt (--90% of the collisions result in reaction at low grees of freedom of the CO 2 . The CO 2 rotational energy is energy ), the charge transfer channel is nevertheless relativegiven by R T, while the energy in vibrations can be evaluated ly inefficiert. as shown below. from the product of the vibrational energy and the popula-
The rate constant for charge transfer is the product of tion in that vibrational energy level summed over all vibrathe branching fraction and the rate constant for the overall tions, i.e., Y., hv* pop(n),wherepop(n) is the population of reaction. The maximum value of the charge transfer rate the vibrational state, and v, are the vibrational frequencies.
constant at a given temperature is given by the collision rate The vibrational frequencies are taken from Rothman. 35 This constant multiplied by a Boltzmann factor. We can estimate expression for average total energy ignores zero point enerthis maximum rate constant by using the Langevin rate congy, which would shift the scale by a fixed amount. In Fig. 3 stant of 1.17 X 10-9 cm 3 s ' for the collision rate constant we see that, by plotting the branching fraction versus averand a pseudo Boltzmann factor given by exp{ -0.155 eV/ age total energy, all of the data, including the values mea-( [ 2/3 1 * (total energy) )}. We chose to use the average total sured at 545 K, can be described by a single smooth curve energy in the Boltzmann factor because our data indicate within experimental uncertainty. We note that although the that all forms of energy promote the charge transfer reachigher energy data are clearly described best by total energy tion. Use of (KE,,) in the Boltzmann factor yields qualitaas compared with kinetic energy, it is not clear that the low tively similar results. The maximum rate constants are comenergy data are as well. Because of large uncertainty at low pared to the measured values in Fig. 4 . We find that the CO ' fractions due to the presence of excited states of O , efficiency for charge transfer ranges from 5% to 60% over we are not able to determine the best fit to these data with the the full energy range of these experiments. Most of the data same sensitivity as the high energy data. Within the uncerfall between 20% and 40% efficiency, and the efficiencies tainty of these data, the CO' branching fraction is described The points represent the experimental rate constants evaluated from the are represented by solid circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. The C~j + branching fraction and overall rate constant data (see text). Data increase slowly with increasing energy. At the higher kinetic One of the channels is exothermic and one is endothermic. energies, however, the Langevin collision rate constant is a The rate constant for channel (3a) is small, and above 140 lower limit to the collision rate constant. Use of the appro-K, the endothermic channel (3b) dominates the reactivity. priate collision rate constant would therefore reduce the effiThese results are similar to the present observations in that ciency at the higher energies. For comparison, using a reathe endothermic channel dominates once it is energetically sonable hard sphere cross section, we estimate that the true accessible. As in the reaction of 0 with CO 2 , reaction (3) collision rate constant at these energies is no more than twice is thought to proceed through a complex at low energies.
the Langevin value.
We have found that the overall rate constant at 300 K and The inefficiency of the charge transfer channel is, at above increases with increasing temperature of the N 2 neuleast in part, related to the competing channel forming tral and also with increasing (KE, ). However, when the O' + CO because the overall reaction is approximately rate constant is plotted as a function of average total energy 100% efficient (at least at low energies). Both channels of of the reactants, the data can be described by a single smooth the reaction are believed to proceed through a (possibly curve. In the reaction of Ar + with N 2 , no appreciable vibracommon) complex' 7 over this energy range. At energies tional excitation of the N 2 reactant occurred at the temperanear threshold, statistics would still favor the reactive chantures of the study. Therefore the data indicate that kinetic nel over the charge transfer channel since the relative numenergy and rotational energy are equally effective in driving ber of states for the endothermic channel will be small. The the endothermic reaction (3b). Thus, as found also in the slowly increasing efficiency with increasing energy may then present study, the efficiency of the endothermic reaction is be related to the decreasing fraction of energetically allowed principally determined by the average total energy. The collisions that are near threshold energy.
equivalence of rotational energy and kinetic energy in the While total energy appears to control the branching reaction of Ar + with N 2 lends support to the interpretation fractions in this reaction, the precision of our data only rethat rotational energy is equivalent to other forms of energy veals the apparent equivalence of vibrational energy and kifor the purpose of driving the endothermic charge transfer netic energy. Specifically, the 545 K data in Fig. 2 are signifireac.tion of 0 + with CO 2 . cantly larger in value than the 303 or 151 K data at a similar In summary, all types of energy seem to be equally effec-(KEcm. In Fig. 3 (when plotted versus average total enertive in promoting the endothermic charge transfer betweer gy) the data appear to be the same at a given total energy. 0 + and CO 2 . Previous measurements have shown that both The largest internal energy contribution to the total energy kinetic and electronic energy in 0 + increase the probability for 545 K is the vibrational energy. At 545 K there is considof the charge transfer channel. The present results indicate erably more vibrational excitation in the CO 2 than at 303 K that CO 2 bending mode energy and possibly also CO 2 rotaor 151 K. At 545 K, 33% of the CO 2 molecules are vibrationtional energy increase the probability of the charge transfer ally excited, and 10% have more than 1 quantum of excitachannel as well. The equivalence of all types of energy probtion, while at 303 K, 8% of the CO 2 molecules are vibrationably results from energy pooling in a long lived complex. ally excited (bending mode)," and only 0.6% have more This conclusion is in agreement with the results for the reacthan 1 quantum of excitation.
tion of Ar + with N 2 . Finally, although all types of energy Rotational energy effects would be most apparent at low promote the charge transfer reaction, this reaction channel temperatures and energies, but our data do not reveal such does not always proceed whenever it is energetical;y accessian effect. The branching fractions measured at 303 and 151 ble, i.e, it is inefficient. We suggest that the cause of this K at similar (KE,,) are approximately the same. Although inefficiency could be revealed in a theoretical investigation the lack .of temperature dependence in this range could be of this reaction. interpreted as a lack of rotational energy dependence, we feel that a more likely explanation is that rotational energy be-ACKNOWLEDGMENTS haves like other forms of energy, but our data are not precise enough to measure these differences. At low energies, where
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